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College Course
Precedes
State Certification

A

new two-week New Jersey college course, designed to comply with
a pending law requiring state certification of animal-control
workers, should reduce costly state animal-control efforts and
improve the welfare of impounded dogs and cats. If established,
the state certification program will be the first of its kind in
the U.S.

First taught in June at Kean College in Union, N.J., the new
course was attended by 22 students, some of whom earned three
college credits and received a Kean College certificate upon its
satisfactory completion. The course will be mandatory for New
Continued on next page

Jersey's animal workers once A 3205, a bill before the state
Senate thqt requires their three-year certification, is passed
and signed into law by the governor. The bill, sponsored by
Assemblyman Richard Zimmer, R-23, passed the state Assembly
in June.

Students learned about the legal aspects of animal control and
welfare, animal behavior, how to handle stray or diseased animals,
and community safety related to animal control. Lecturers
included representatives from the U.S. Department of Agriculture
and the New Jersey Division of Fish, Game and Wildlife; Dr.
Annette Hirsch, chief of biological services for New Jersey's
health department; St. Hubert's Giralda, a society accredited
by The Humane Society of the United States (HSUS); a local
attorney; Dr. Louise Chute of Kean College; Phyllis Wright, HSUS
vice president of Companion Animals, and Dr. Michael Fox, director
of the Institute for the Study of Animal Problems.

The certification idea was developed by a committee of
representatives of various New Jersey humane societies and
municipal animal-control departments as well as the state's board
of health and the veterinary medical association. Over the course
of a year, the group tried to pinpoint state animal-control
problems and develop ways to solve them. "We looked at the whole
state, and we wanted a way to show individual animal-control
workers how their role fits into the community at large, " said
Nina Austenberg, director of The HSUS/Mid-Atlantic Regional
Office. Austenberg estimated there are approximately 569
municipalities in New Jersey, which handle approximately 100, 000
stray dogs and cats.
When presenting their plan for certification to state legislators
the committee explained that uniform standards of conduct and
organizational policy would reduce the high cost of animal
control, frequently the result of animal-related automobile
accidents, personal injuries, and damage to livestock. It would
also improve conditions under which stray animals are picked up,
impounded, and euthanized, which, according to Austenberg, costs
the state approximately $58 per animal.

In his session on community relations, Edwin Sayres, president of
St. Hubert's Giralda, told the students, "ACOs must remember that
they have only brief moments to communicate with the public they
serve. It is important that they learn to make the best use of
such limited opportunities to impress the public and improve the
image of this much-maligned, yet vital, profession. Whatever the
circumstances, the ACO must never be content to say, 'Well,
there's nothing we can do.'" •
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Society
Sponsors
Information
Night

spurred by enthusiasm after attending the April Humane Society
, of the United States' (HSUS) Animal Control Workshop in Cherry
Hill, N.J., the Lehigh County Humane Society (640 Dixon St.,
Allentown, PA 18103), accredited by The HSUS, recently held its
first annual public "information night."

"Pets, People, Problems" featured animal experts who answered pet
related questions, and it allowed the humane society to openly
discuss its shelter programs and policy.

"After listening to a talk about euthanasia at The HSUS workshop,
I was determined to better educate Lehigh County pet owners about
the reasons our shelter euthanizes animals," said Humane Society
Education Coordinator Deborah Reinhard-Mertz. "For years, a
nearby 'no-kill' shelter has criticized our organization because
we kill animals. I wanted the public to know why we euthanize,
that we have nothing to hide. We are proud of the work we do and
want to dispel rumors."

A local fraternal organization provided a large banquet hall for
the meeting, which was advertised through newspaper and radio
announcements and store signs. The event was timed with an
article in the shelter newsletter, Shelter Tales, mailed to
several thousand readers.

The program featured an animal behaviorist, who challenged pet
owners to seek alternatives to pet behavior problems besides
turning animals in to shelters, and the film, "The Animals are
Crying," which was an eye opener for some viewers, according to
Reinhard-Mertz. Also featured was a panel discussion of animal
topics by Shelter Manager Jane Schramm and Cruelty Investigator
Robert Manlin as well as two veterinarians, the state dog
warden for Lehigh County, and the Allentown, Penn., animal
control officer.

Reinhard-Mertz was pleased with the turnout. Although the evening
event was free, approximately $70 in donations was collected and
names and addresses were added to the society's mailing list.
Next year, the group plans to budget the event's advertising
in order to reach a wider audience, and it will a�k people to
submit questions in advance in order to ensure a smooth
question-and-answer period. Reinhard-Mertz has already arranged
to speak about pets before the city's health and safety committee,
comprised of representatives from local neighborhood
organizations. From there, she plans to address each neighborhood
organization sepa�ately.
"Those attending the information night cared about being better
pet owners, " said Reinhard-Mertz. "We were organized, and
everyone learned something new about pets or our humane society.
We were seen in a positive light. I now want to reach pet owners
who still need pet education."•

One way Shelter Sense puts readers in touch with others in the
animal-control field is through its "Job Announcements" section.
The Humane Society of Hillsborough County Inc. (3607 N.Armenia,
Tampa, FL 33607) located its new shelter director through
Shelter Sense and thanks the many Shelter Sense readers for
their interest in the position. Current job announcements can
be found on page 5.
AUGUS� '83/SHEL�EB SENSE/3
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udget- and publicity-conscious newsletter editors can find
expert resource materials for developing and improving
organization newsletters in the Newsletter Self-Help
Improvement Kit.

Materials
Newsletter Self-Help Kit

Published by the Center for Communications Ministry, the three
ring, 170-page notebook contains checklists, "how to" articles,
reprints from well-known editorial publications, a cassette tape
and other materials that describe the concept and purpose of a
newsletter; ways to build an editorial team; tips on content and
writing; use of design, typography and photography; ideas for
printing and distribution; advice about newsletter surveys and
evaluation; additional newsletter resources, and advice from two
experienced editors.

Included in the kit is a glossary of editorial terms, list of
graphics and editorial workshops and training courses,
bibliography, and newsletter and readership survey samples from
different organizations.

Humane societies and other animal groups can now purchase a set of
four donation envelopes, each designed with a suitable quotation
and clip art by the Humane Society of Pensacola (2480 w. Garden
St., Pensacola, FL 32505). Enclosed in the society's quarterly
newsletter, the envelopes have proven a successful fund-raiser.

New Donation Envelopes

��-···-�···-

The set of four comes ready to be photographed by a printer,
except for the address side, which must be customized by the
purchasing organization. To order, send a $5 check or money order
to Janice L. Hervieux, Vice President, Humane Society of
Pensacola, 4240 April Rd., Pensacola, FL 32504.

/cannotdoaveryrhlng,
BtJtsti ll lcandosomalhing:
A.ndbecauss/cannotdoevaryrhmO
/w1//norrsJu..,lodo1ha
Somorhmgthlllcando."

Humane-society board of directors' and other's meetings can be
conducted quickly and constructively using steps outlined in
The A-B-C's of Parliamentary Procedure.

The ABCs of
Parliamentary Procedure

Based on rules of order established in early English parliaments
and standardized in 1876 by Henry M. Robert's Robert's Rules of
Order, the 15-page booklet is a handy and readable guide for all
staff members. Cartoon illustrations highlight an explanation of
what parliamentary procedure is, why it is important, how members
can "have their say," four general types of "motions," how motions
are presented, the method of vote on a motion, and more.

To order, mail $40 check or money order (Canada, $45 U.S.; all
others outside U.S., $50 U.S.) to Center for Communications
Ministry, 1926 S. Shenandoah St., Los Angeles, CA 90034.

Published by Channing L. Bete Co. Inc. (200 State Rd., s.
Deerfield, MA 01373), the booklet can be ordered in quantities of
100 or more for 39 cents each. If personalized with the name of a
humane society or other group, the booklet costs 79 cents each.
For further information and a catalog of other informative
booklets, call toll free, 1-800-628-7733.•

WANTED - Humane-education director to conduct tours,
presentations, workshops; prepare educational materials, press
releases, teachers' newsletter, and displays; maintain library.
Position opens October 1983. Salary: $16,900 - $24,900. Contact
Richard F. Amity, Department of Animal Control, 4500 West Ox Rd.,
Fairfax, VA 22030.

Job

Announcements
Only Shelter Sense subscribers
may advertise. Ads must be
submitted on your organiZation's
letterhead no later than six weeks
before month of issue. Please
limit to 35 words (including
address). Sorry, we cannot print
"position wanted" ads.
Slide Program
On Search, Seizure

The HSUS has developed a new slide/sound program about basic
search-and-seizure laws that could determine for the humane
investigator the difference between a dismissed case and a
successful prosecution.

Written by HSUS Field Investigator Tim Greyhavens, the 80-slide
program explains legal terms associated with search-and-seizure
laws and gives practical examples of ways these laws apply to
common animal abuse situations encountered by humane-society,
animal-control or law-enforcement personnel. Evidence obtained
during animal cruelty investigations may be dismissed from a court
case unless certain legal procedures have been followed.

The 16 1/2-minute program is available for rent for $15 U.S., or
it can be purchased for $55 U.S. Send check or money order to The
HSUS, 2100 L St. N.W., Washington, DC 20037. Allow three to four
weeks for delivery.
Continued on next page
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WANTED - Animal-control supervisor. Responsible for enforcement
of animal-control laws, employee training and evaluation. Prefer
veterinary experience and veterinary technician registration.
Contact City of Charlotte, Department of Personnel, 600 E. Trade
St., Charlotte, NC 28202.
WANTED - Humane officer to enforce District of Columbia anti
cruelty code. Experience and sincere interest in animal career
required. Send resume, references to Washington Humane
Society/SPCA, 7319 Georgia Ave. N.W., Washington, DC 20012;
telephone (202)333-4010.

WANTED - Animal behaviorist for temperament testing and behavior
evaluation of shelter animals plus counseling of adopters.
Experience and/or college degree required. Send resume, salary
requirements to Humane Society of Santa Clara Valley, 2530
Lafayette St., Santa Clara, CA 95050.

WANTED - Director of Bakersfield SPCA. Will deal with all aspects
of humane-society work. Duties include fund raising, public
relations, contract negotiation, administration and animal
control. Send resume, references to Gay DeTuncq, 5309 Curson
Ave., Bakersfield, CA 9 3309.•
AUGUST '83/SHELTEB SENSE/&

Landmark
Spay/ Neuter
Law Passed

I

n an effort to reach economically disadvantaged pet owners
whose animals have not yet been altered, several areas have
established spay/neuter financial assistance programs to curb the
serious pet overpopulation problem.

Several months ago, the Oregon Humane Society (P.O. Box
11364, Portland, OR 97211) began a new spay/neuter loan
program that emphasizes veterinarian health care and not just low
cost services.

In New Jersey, a landmark measure, the Animal Population Control
Program, was signed into law in early May by Gov. Thomas Kean,
permitting economically disadvantaged pet owners to have their
dogs and cats each spayed or neutered for a $10 fee. Sponsored by
State Assemblyman Dean Gallo, R-26, the legislation is the first
plan of its kind in the nation.

"We all know there are serious problems in states, including New
Jersey, that are inundated with cats and dogs, " said Assemblyman
Gallo. "This bill [A 1917] was developed with the total
cooperation and assistance of the state's humane societies and
other groups•••to bring about a reform that will bode well for the
future••••We have the full cooperation of veterinarians throughout
the state."

Under the plan, public assistance programs will give eligible
recipients certificates to present to the veterinarian of their
choice. Before the surgery is performed, the applicant must sign
a form that certifies he or she is the owner of the cat or dog and
pay the $10 fee. Included in the new plan are standard
immunizations against such animal diseases as distemper,
parvovirus, pneumonitis, calici, and others.

At least 135 veterinary facilities have indicated they will
participate in the new program and will perform the surgeries at
80 percent of their customary fee, which will be paid from the new
state fund. Funding will come from owners of unaltered dogs when
$3 is tacked on to the cost of the pets' licenses. The state
commissioner of health may exclude from participation in the
program any veterinarian whose fees are unreasonable as compared
to others in the same area.

According to Jim Olney, director of education and public
information for the society, the average cost of a spay/neuter
surgery in the Portland area is roughly $40-$60 for a cat (low
cost clinic, about $25) and $60-$90 for a dog (low-cost clinic,
about $40). Pet owners can receive loans of up to $50 for dogs
and $35 for cats.
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THE
OREGON
HUMANE
SOCIEN
Spay/Neuter
Loan Program
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LOAN APPLICATION INCLUDED

"In the first 15 days, we received about 50 applications for a
loan, " said Olney. "The program has had good media coverage, and
from an educational point of view, it has been an incredible
opportunity to discuss the serious issues of pet overpopulation
and community pet-owner responsibility."

Participation by veterinarians in the new program is voluntary.
So far the response has been good, said Olney. The loan program
does not promote low-cost clinics; rather, it suggests pet owners
check around to find the service that suits them best.

Applications are available at the humane society; local animal
control agencies; local veterinarians, clinics, and neighborhood
associations as well as community, senior, and non-profit
groups. Loan recipients receive a loan certificate from the
society to be given at the time of surgery to the veterinarian,
who is paid through the society's fund, supplemented, so far, by
over $10, 000 in donations.

The Mississippi Animal Rescue League (MARL) (4395 South Drive,
Jackson, MS 39209) will provide financial assistance to pet owners
wishing to spay or neuter their animals if they presently receive
Medicaid, Medicare, Social Security (SSI) or VA disability
benefits, food assistance or unemployment assistance benefits.

Applicants bring proof of eligibility to the league, where they
complete an application and pay MARL a fee ranging from $10 for a
male cat to $25 for a female dog. In return, they receive a
certificate that allows them to have the pet surgery at a
designated Jackson-area veterinarian. All arrangements related to
the operation are made directly between pet owners and the
veterinarians, who are "paid" with the certificate.

The group is working with the Jackson Veterinarian Association to
provide this service. MARL pays the difference between the
certificate cost and the veterinarians' fees for the operations.
No owner can receive more than two certificates in one year. Pets
must arrive for surgery in good health and free of ticks or
fleas. "We worked for a long time to develop this program, " said
Shelter Director Debra Boswell. "After meeting with the
veterinary association, they agreed to our plan and are
looking forward to participating in it. I am very excited
about its possibilities."

Boswell said MARL is now developing radio and TV public service
announcements and hopes to have a newspaper write an article about
the new program. "We serve 350, 000 residents of three counties, "
said Boswell. "So many of them need their pets altered, so we'll
keep trying! " •

Spay/neuter financial
assistance for economically
disadvantaged pet owners
may help to end
scenes like this one.
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Items
Societies React Quickly
to �ornado

11
),

P

rompt response by humane-society workers and cooperative h:lp
by law-enforcement officials and community residents made it
possible to reunite all pet owners with their pets, lost during a
recent Ohio area tornado.

Officials of The Humane Society of the United States' (HSUS) Great
Lakes Regional Office joined Kris Grubaugh, county humane agent
for the Wood County Humane Society (P. O. Box 163, Bowling Green,
�. OH 43402) to rescue lost and injured animals caught when a tornado
i' ripped through Weston, Ohio, in May. The tornado caused serious
� property damage, injuries, and the death of one person.

l

Both the Wood County Humane Society, a small organization housing
!.. only cats and staffed by over 14 volunteers and Grubaugh, and The
f' HSUS offered to house animals overnight until temporary homes
could be found for them. "In every case, " said HSUS/Great Lakes
Regional Office Director Sandy Rowland, "the owner reclaimed the
animal before we had to take it to a shelter. " (Dogs are normally
impounded at a Wood County shelter. ) Even four newborn kittens,
whose eyes had not yet opened, were reunited with their mother,
later found sitting on a pile of debris.
According to Grubaugh, a local veterinarian offered to tend
injured animal victims of the tornado without charge, including a
cat named Tornado whose owner could no longer keep it and who had
lost an eye. Tornado has since been adopted.

Hanneman studied more than 200 six-month-old male beagles in an
atmosphere where heat, humidity and the number of ventilation
openings were experimentally controlled. Heat tolerance was
measured through rectal temperature. (A dog's normal body
temperature is 101. 5 F. ) Each dog was tested only once and
removed from the test as soon as its body temperature reached the
critical level, according to Hanneman. "For the average beagle
type dog, our findings are quite reliable, " he said.

The study concluded that heat tolerance decreases as humidity
increases, but ventilation does not significantly affect how dogs
respond to the effects of weather, beyond a certain point. (The
AWA stipulates that primary enclosures used to transport live dogs
and cats have two opposite walls containing ventilation holes over
16 percent of the total wall area. A USDA spokesman, Max Heppner,
said that percentage had been reduced to 14. )

Hanneman found that watering dogs during recovery from exposure to
high air temperatures doesn't seem to help them as much as
panting. "It is most important to let dogs pant quickly so they
can restore their normal body temperature. Watering interrupted
the panting process, " he said.
Other findings indicated the temperature inside the crate doesn't
differ much from temperatures nearby, that a light injection of
tranquilizer may, in some cases, help some dogs tolerate air
temperatures that would otherwise prove fatal, by calming excited
barking that interferes with panting, and that official airport
temperatures and humidity readings don't give a reliable
indication of conditions for shipment through an airport. The
USDA advises that conditions in the animal holding area at the
terminal and in the baggage hold of aircraft be checked
individually to determine whether they are right for shipping
dogs. (AWA transportation standards stipulate that air
temperature around any live cat or dog in any animal holding area
shall not fall below 45 F or exceed 85 F, and that no such animal
be subjected to air temperatures over 75 F for more than four
hours at any time. )

The Humane Society of the United States (HSUS) advises travelers
who must transport their pets by air to consult a reliable airline
about its animal shipping requirements several months in advance
of their trip, as well as their veterinarian. However, The HSUS
emphasizes that it is the pet owners who must take chief
responsibility for ensuring a safe and comfortable trip for their
pets.

New
Heat �olerance
Study

A recent federal government study of heat tolerance by dogs during
air transportation has found that 108 F is the critical body
temperature reached by a dog before certain death occurs. Further
study is needed to determine the critical temperature for cats.
The study was conducted by Dr. Garry D. Hanneman, research
veterinarian with the U. S. Department of Transportation (Federal
Aviation Admin. , P. O. Box 25082, AAC-114F, Oklahoma City, OK
73125), in conjunction with the U. S. Department of Agriculture,
which enforces the federal Animal Welfare Act (AWA).
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Continued on next page

If the air temperature is expected to rise above 75 F in those
areas across which a pet may travel, do not ship the animal. Do
not transport an animal on a flight with an expected layover at
another airport before reaching its destination, and make certain
that someone is waiting to pick up the animal at the airport once
it arrives. Label the animal's carrier with the pet's name and
destination, owner address and telephone numbers, and the
telephone number of a responsible person at the point of
destination. In any case where a dog or cat appears to suffer
from heat stress, consult a veterinarian immediately. •

(
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We're Counting on You!
Over 3, 000 humane societies and animal-control groups are
currently being surveyed by The Humane Society of the United
States (HSUS) for the latest news and statistics about animal
populations and animal sheltering and control -- new information
that will help organizations like yours develop new programs and
;, re-evaluate existing programs
and animal laws.
Help The HSUS and all animal organizations by promptly answering
the survey and returning it to Companion Animals, The HSUS, 2100
L St. N.W., Washington, DC 20037. The sooner we hear from you,
the sooner we can share with you what we've learned!

I

New Diseases
Hit; Shelters

A

SHELTER SENSE
Reproducible
A continuing feature to
provide animal-control
agencies and humane
societies with material
that will help educate
the public on
community animal
control and responsible
pet ownership.
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newly discovered viral disease, carried by domestic animals,
has infected over 2, 200 people in Oregon since 1981.

Discovered in 1981 and now listed in the Centers for Disease
Control's (CDC) guidebook of communicable diseases, the disease,
campylobacteriosis, is very similar to salmonella. According to
Lisa Morris, director of HSUS Accreditation, who learned of the
disease during a visit to the Lane County Animal Regulation
Authority (3970 W. First St., Eugene, OR 9 7402), an HSUS
accredited society, the infected individual becomes acutely ill
quickly. The illness can be treated effectively with erythromycin.
Domestic animals transmit "campobacter" through feces, and shelter
workers, farmers and children seem most likely to become
infected. The disease is preventable by washing hands thoroughly
after handling animals and/or by wearing gloves in the shelter.
Kittens and puppies, less clean in their habits, are good sources
of transmission, said Morris.

An unexplained set of diseases called kitten mortality complex
(KMC) is hitting many catteries, according to the May 1983 Cornell
University College of Veterinary Medicine Animal Health Newsletter.

With KMC, kittens are either born weak and die within several
hours, according to the report, or they appear healthy and soon
become depressed and die of starvation, secondary bacterial
infection or acute congestive heart failure. Also reported as
part of KMC are high rates of reproductive failure, including
fetal absorption, stillbirths and congenital malformation. In
adult cats, respiratory disease and uterine infections have
been common.

There is no cure for KMC at this time, the report said, but
adequate vaccination of all kittens is highly recommended because
the illness resembles other feline viruses such as panleukopenia,
feline leukemia, calici, and viral rhinotracheitis. Full
protective immunity against the most serious viruses depends on
vaccination at eight weeks of age and again at 12-16 weeks.•

fj

You Forgot Something Important!

',l

Each year, at the end of summer, thousands of unsuspecting cats
and dogs are left behind at beaches, camp grounds or summer
school campuses by uncaring pet owners.

d
]

Lonely, scared and hungry, these "leftovers" will wander in search
of their owners, some food and shelter, only to be killed by a
passing car, disease, starvation or mistreatment.
The kindest thing that can happen to these unwanted animals is to
be sheltered and cared for by a local humane society or animal
control organization.
If you can no longer keep your pet, contact us. We're in the phone
book. And, in the future, don't take home a cat or dog to keep,
unless you are really willing to give it the lifetime of care and love it
deserves.

(This space for your organization's
name and address)

Provided by The Humane Society of the U.S.
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message can be clipped out and reproduced in quantity by
your local printer for distribution at schools, shopping centers,
libraries and other community locations. Credit must be given
to The Humane Society of the U. S. Remember to add your
organization's name, address, and telephone number in the space
by typing, typesetting or affixing your group's letterhead. You
can also purchase advertising space for it in your local
newspaper or use it in your organization's newsletter. •
A 'l"l'l'tW•8M ll&• I
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Just
Wright:
Protect Your
Public Image

by Phyllis Wright

Wright is vice
president of companion
animals for HSUS

R

ecently, when one municipal animal-control officer arrived at
the shelter with a dog that allegedly was not vaccinated
against rabies and had bitten a passing pedestrian, the animal
accidentally escaped, bit a child, and was later found dead -
victim of an automobile hit and run. When the distraught pet
owner complained to animal-control officials, she was reportedly
brushed off in a manner that said, "Those things happen
sometimes. We deal with lots of animals every day."
This story is tragic not only for the bite victims, the unhappy
pet owner and the dead dog, but because of the damage caused to
the animal-control department's public image by its momentary
disregard for this pet owner's feelings about her pet. It takes
just a second of discourteous behavior toward a member of the
public to destroy all the hard work and planning by your humane
society or animal-control department. Repercussions may be felt
years later when the community decides whether to support new
animal laws or programs that you are trying to initiate.

Your voice over the telephone or facial expression across the
front desk may be the very first contact with your organization by
a member of your community. No matter that "Spot" looks like 25
other dogs in your shelter! A pet owner is concerned with the
whereabouts or condition of his or her particular pet. Each
individual you encounter must be treated in a professional,
respectful manner.

Accidents, like that above, happen. Pet owners may become irate,
and tired, busy animal workers sometimes need relief. To guard
against moments that may injure your group's public image, develop
a uniform policy for handling telephone calls or front office
complaints that is understood and practised by all workers.
Prepare workers to handle unusual or unfamiliar questions, too.
If a worker shows signs of irritability and fatigue, give him or
her a short break or a longer lunch hour -- before the tension
reaches the public.
Your organization's public image is your best friend.
of it.•

The Humane Society
of the United States
2 100 L St. N.W.
Washington, DC 20037

Take care
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